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Report No. 2016-06-22
Date: June 22, 2016

HALIFAX REGIONAL SCHOOL BOARD
Eastern Passage School Review
School Options Committee Recommendations

PURPOSE:

To deliver to the Governing Board, the final report from the Eastern
Passage School Review-School Options Committee (SOC).

BACKGROUND:

At the regular Board Meeting on December 16, 2015, Report 201510-42 Recommendation to Review Schools in Eastern Passage was
presented by staff and the following motion was carried by the
Governing Board:
It was moved/seconded (Yee/Jakeman) that the Governing Board
direct staff to initiate a review of the following schools:
 Eastern Passage Education Center
 Ocean View Elementary
 Seaside Elementary
 Tallahassee Community School
That the Governing Board direct the Superintendent to establish a
School Options Committee to complete the review following the
provincial School Review Policy
That the Governing Board approve the Terms of Reference for this
review as being those included in Appendix A.

CONTENT:

As per the mandate provided, the SOC has completed its review of
the four schools in Eastern Passage and submitted the attached report
and recommendations to the Superintendent.

COST:
FUNDING:
TIMELINE:
APPENDICES:

Appendix A: Eastern Passage School Options CommitteeRecommendation to HRSB for Usage of Schools

RECOMMENDATIONS:

See Appendix A

COMMUNICATIONS:
From:

For further information please contact Ron Heiman, HRSB Director
Operations Services at 902-464-2000 ext. 2144 or by e-mail
rheiman@hrsb.ca.

To:

Senior Staff – June 15, 2016
Governing Board – June 22, 2016

Eastern Passage School Options Committee
Recommendation to HRSB for Usage of Schools
EPEC
Seaside
Ocean View
Tallahassee

June 2016

#EPSOC2016

Report prepared by:
Eastern Passage School Options Committee
Supported by: Shape Shift Strategies Inc.
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Executive Summary
The Eastern Passage (EP) School Options Committee (SOC) has developed a
recommendation for the EP Family of Schools for consideration by HRSB on school
utilization, grade configurations and a boundary change for Grades P-8. This
recommendation emerged during numerous SOC meetings over a four month period
from February to May 2016 where SOC members sorted through data, examined
scenarios and options and prepared for community conversations; from three community
conversations where the process, ideas and the recommendation were reported and
many hours of work on email correspondence, presentation and report development.
The recommendation being put before the board provides what the SOC views as the
best utilization of four schools: EPEC, Seaside, Tallahassee and Ocean View, given
grade configurations, available classrooms and numbers of students and it offers
minimal disruption to students and the community in the short and longer term.
The recommendation is as follows:
School
EPEC
Seaside
Tallahassee
Ocean View

Programs
English/French Immersion
English/French Immersion
English/French Immersion
English

Grades
6-8
4&5
P-3
P-3

A boundary change is recommended that involves Birch Hills Estates,
Greenridge Mobile Home Park and Hornes Road Area to be reassigned
from Tallahassee to Ocean View. This change will affect approximately
30 students in grades P-3.

This report provides the rationale behind this recommendation, shares other options
considered and reasons they were not put forth as a recommendation, outlines the SOC
process including community conversations, provides background information and input
from community members present at the meetings as well as information provided to the
review process email address.
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Aerial photo of Eastern Passage and Its Schools:
• EPEC
• Seaside
• Tallahassee
• Ocean View
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Recommendation
The Eastern Passage School Options Committee is recommending the following grade
configurations for the Elementary and Junior High Schools included in the review process,
with a small boundary change:
School
EPEC
Seaside
Tallahassee
Ocean View

Programs
English/French Immersion
English/French Immersion
English/French Immersion
English

Grades
6-8
4&5
P-3
P-3

A boundary change to reassign Birch Hills Estates, Greenridge Mobile
Home Park and Hornes Road area from Tallahassee to Ocean View is
also recommended, affecting approximately 30 students in grades P-3.

Two additional recommendations to support implementation of this are:
1. Graduated Implementation of boundary changes
Graduated implementation would apply only to the families in the boundary change area
and is intended as a way to reduce disruption for the students in grades P-3 in those
families. For instance, for students who would be entering grade primary who will have to
change schools once the new grade configurations with the boundary change are
implemented, those children would be able to begin school in the one they will end up at
– at Ocean View rather than starting at Tallahassee only to shift schools and leave
behind classmates they began school with. For students who would be entering Grade 3
in the year of the changes, they could possibly stay with their cohort for that final year
and move when all the students transition into Seaside for Grade 4. This affects only the
30 or so students in the boundary change area and provides less disruption for the
affected students, allowing them to begin or stay with the same cohort. This would
involve communication directly to the families affected, not to the student body as a
whole. The SOC recommends this be decided on a case-by-case basis as requested.

2. Board Established Campus Committee
This family of schools has been referred to as a campus by the HRSB, due to the close
proximity of the buildings. Aside from its location on the map, there are no working
groups in place who are responsible for bridging the social gaps between the schools.
The SOC recommends that HRSB establish a committee to meet at regular intervals
throughout the school year, with a mandate to improve inter-school communication and
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plan campus wide activities /events for the benefit of the students and the families for the
schools containing the P-5 grades - Seaside, Ocean View and Tallahassee.
This committee would advocate for common programs and consistency amongst all three
schools. For example, this could mean a common recognition program, similar lunch
programs or other offerings. This committee would meet at regular intervals throughout
the school year and committee members might include people from administration,
faculty and parents from each of the schools.

Rationale for the Recommendation
The SOC recommendation considers the constraints and guidelines, listed below and offered
in greater detail in other sections of this report. It balances competing factors – guiding
principles, facilities and classrooms available, programs and numbers of students in the
catchment areas. Some of the competing factors and constraints include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Two key guiding principles influencing the SOC’s recommendation: minimal
community / student disruption (SOC Guideline) and optimal facility utilization (HRSB
Guideline).
The number of students – current and projected – was a key consideration.
The number of classrooms available for use in each school.
English, early & late French immersion programs.
Provincial classroom size allowances for each grade level.
Bussing and walking student considerations – no additional busses will be required.
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Schools Utilization Chart with Projections (2018 – 2023)

The SOC looked at student numbers and classroom utilization projections over this six year
period and it indicates the following:
• EPEC: Grades 6-8 – there is some variation in use. With the Grade 9’s moving to the new
high school when it is completed, EPEC would be greatly underutilized. Moving Grade 6’s
to EPEC offers more optimal utilization of that facility over time. Adding Grade 5’s to
EPEC was considered by the SOC so that other options could be explored with the
remaining schools but that would have created over-utilization for EPEC and was not
workable.
• Seaside: Grades 4-5 – this has all Grade 4s (English and French) at one school instead of
dividing them between Ocean View and Tallahassee. This shows consistent use of
Seaside over the projected period.
• The boundary change affects a few families and students in the Ocean View-Tallahassee
catchment areas. The recommended boundary change affects the least number of
students in the area while still optimizing classroom utilization.
• Ocean View: Grades P-3 English – after the first year, classroom use is stable over the
balance of the projected time period.
• Tallahassee: Grades P-3 English and French Immersion – Tallahassee shows the
greatest fluctuations in use over the projected period. This school is currently over-utilized
with a portable. Other boundary change considerations would have had Tallahassee at
maximum utilization with more underutilization of Ocean View. This recommendation
gives the best stabilization of use and has at least one additional classroom in each
school available for alternative uses.
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Recommended Boundary Change
This recommendation involves the following boundary change: Birch Hills Estates,
Greenridge Mobile Home Park and Hornes Road Area to be reassigned from the
Tallahassee catchment to the Ocean View catchment. This change will affect approximately
30 students in grades P-3. The boundary change is highlighted in three maps. The first is the
boundary change area itself, the second is a map of the full catchment area and the third
shows the boundary change within the catchment area.
Highlighted Boundary Area Change

This was one of several boundary changes considered. It affects the least amount of
students and it creates the best school use of Tallahassee and Ocean View of all the
boundary change options considered. The additional considerations are outlined in another
section of this report.
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Map of Catchment area with the Grade 4’s at Seaside
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Reconfiguration of Tallahassee Community School to Grades P-3 for English Program and French Immersion,
Ocean View Elementary School to P-3 English Program,
and Seaside Elementary Grades 4-5 for English Program and French Immersion.
Additionally, Reconfiguration of Eastern Passage Education Centre to Grades 6-8
Scenario 2
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Map of Catchment area with the proposed boundary change
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Proposed Birch Hill Estates, Greenridge Mobile Home Park and Hornes Road Area to be
reassigned from Tallahassee Community School to Oceanview Elementary School
HRSB FAMILIES OF SCHOOLS MAPS

Scenario 6
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Other Options Considered and Why The SOC Did Not Put Them Forth as
Recommendations
Dedicated French Immersion School
Having a dedicated French Immersion school was considered. To create a dedicated French
Immersion P-5 school requires 12-14 classrooms. For this option to work, locating the
French Immersion program in Seaside would provide the best optimization of facilities based
on available classrooms in each facility. This would then mean the English P-5 students
would need to be divided between Tallahassee and Ocean View, necessitating more
significant boundary changes, causing disruption and transition across the entire catchment
area. While it would fit with the principle of reducing transitions for students once it was
implemented, the SOC ruled it out after substantial discussion in more than one meeting due
to the complete disruption for the family of schools.
Other impacts of this option that were discussed include:
• If a child was to change over from French to English during Grades P-5, they would
have to change schools increasing stress levels of the change. Currently out of area
students can remain at the same school for the balance of the year, reducing the level
of disruption for that student and their supports in the schools.
• It would create a greater separation of the French students from the English students
as they wouldn’t come together in the same school until Grade 6 at EPEC.
• Use of Seaside as a dedicated French Immersion school also puts younger students
closer to a main road in the community and safety of the students was one of the
considerations parents asked the SOC to keep in mind.
This was not put forward as an option for community consideration although it was reviewed
again after the second community conversation as it was brought up by community members
and discussed during that evening.
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Grades 6-8 at EPEC, no other changes to the current grade configurations
This option was put forward as a starting point for conversation and consideration. It
illustrates the school utilization scenario if nothing shifts other than moving the Grade 6’s to
EPEC. It would leave Tallahassee over used and Seaside greatly underused, shifting the
underutilization issue from EPEC to Seaside.
Exploration of this scenario by the SOC supported the need for other grade configuration
changes. Comments collected at the second Community Conversation about this option
indicated agreement that this scenario highlights the need for change and points to
necessary boundary changes as it does not address overutilization at Tallahassee. There
was also agreement that English and French should follow the same grade configuration –
either P-3 or P-4.

Classroom Utilization 2018
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Grade 6-8 at EPEC, Seaside Gr 4-5, no boundary changes
It was consistently agreed by the SOC and members of the community who participated in
the community conversations that it is preferable to have all the Grade 4’s in one school and
this is not the case in the current configurations. There are studies that indicate it is better for
the students. This option does not leave the French Immersion Grade 4’s alone in a school
while their cohorts remain at other schools. Putting the Grade 4’s together in Seaside still
leaves Tallahassee over utilized and both Ocean View and Seaside underutilized.
A very long and animated discussion about this option occurred at the SOC after the second
community conversation. The essence of the conversation was focused on the principles of
minimal disruption and more optimal school utilization. In 2018, Tallahassee would be over
utilized by one classroom. In the following two years it would be at 100% utilization while
Ocean View would have excess capacity. This was not deemed the best option for more
optimal utilization and gave no flexibility to Tallahassee should there be need of an additional
classroom.
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Boundary Change Options Considered
As mentioned in the rationale for this recommendation, moving Grade 6’s to EPEC was a
starting point for exploring other options as it provided better utilization of EPEC once the
Grade 9’s go to the new high school. The next key adjustment was to locate all Grade 4’s in
the same school, Seaside. Even then, utilization across all the schools was still not as well
distributed as it could be. This caused the SOC to look at the boundary between Tallahassee
and Ocean View, looking for possible boundary adjustments.
The Southbrook community area as well as the Birchill estates were chosen as a first look at
a possible boundary change. The 2018 numbers were reviewed for classrooms if this
change were to be made and the result was that the SOC decided to look at other possible
boundary changes as well. The SOC came up with 3 more possibilities that they decided to
take to the community for consideration and input.
After the second community consultation a longer term analysis was done, expanding the
projection time from 2018 to 2023 for the first and fourth options below – the fourth option
being the recommendation chosen by the SOC.
The maps of the boundary changes considered along with the 2018 utilization charts are
contained on the next page.
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Bussing Considerations
Tallahassee was originally meant to be a bussed school, with students coming from the
outlying areas of Cowbay and Shearwater. Ocean View was meant to be a walking school
attended by the inner area of Eastern Passage, falling within the 2.4 km walking boundary.
Currently, there is only one area in the Ocean View boundary along Shore Road that falls
outside of this. These students are bussed on one bus that goes to Ocean View. There are 6
busses in total for Tallahassee, 3 from the Shearwater area and 3 from Cowbay. Some of
the students in the affected boundary change – in the Cowbay and Hornes Road area – may
no longer have a bussing option. These students may only be getting a bus currently
because it is a courtesy bus that is passing by and is not full.
Stock Transporation provided the following maps for the proposed boundary change area:
Oceanview Elementary – (Proposed Birch Hill Estates and Southbrook Estates) streets in
red fall within the 2.4km walk zone.

Current boundary

Revised boundary

Oceanview Elementary – (Proposed Birch Hill Estates, Greenridge Mobile Home Park and
Hornes Road Area) streets in red fall within the 2.4 km walk zone so students would not be
eligible for bussing with a boundary change.
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SOC Process and Community Conversations/Engagement
The School Options Committee has been meeting on an almost weekly basis for 2 to 3 hours
at a time since February 2016 for two reasons: to sort through and understand the data and
to plan the Community Conversations/Engagement. Members of the committee have been in
frequent email communication and involved in the preparation of presentations and reports.
The SOC has been supported in its work by HRSB staff for planning needs and for
programming information. This support has been important and necessary in being able to
prepare options and a recommendation.

Promotion Efforts and Turnout at the Community Conversations
The first community conversation on March 9, 2016 attracted about 25 members from the
community, not including SOC members, HRSB support and facilitation support. The timeline
between the first SOC meeting and the first community conversation was short and the SOC
and HRSB worked hard to get the information out to parents. The event was promoted by
HRSB on the website, a meeting notice was published in the paper and the SOC members
each communicated with their schools, a school bag message was created by HRSB staff to
go home in all students school bags and communication was done through social media like
Twitter and Facebook pages.
Intent on attracting more people to the second community conversation on April 20, 2016
where options developed by the SOC would be shared with the community for input, notices
were again sent home in school bags, information was posted on school websites, in the
schools, and on outdoor signage. SOC members used social media, emails and
conversations with their neighbours, stressing the importance of input on the options
prepared and presented by the SOC. The local MLA and councilor were engaged to help get
the word out through larger followings on their social media and there was a meeting notice
in the local paper. This turnout was around 30 people, 12 of whom had also attended the first
community meetings.
At the final meeting on May 24, 2016, 17 community members were in attendance. The
purpose was to share the recommendation, hear any new questions or reflections offered by
community members and focus on suggestions to strengthen the recommendation to be put
in front of the School Board. Essentially, those community members who attended were
supportive of the work of the SOC and of the recommendation going forward and the
feedback/evaluation from that meeting (as well as the first two) can be found on the HRSB
website. This is a recommendation of the SOC with input from community members.
For people who could not attend the community conversations, or who had additional
comments to share, an email address was created on the HRSB website. The SOC did hear
at the last community conversation that there may have been some issues with that email
not accepting certain addresses (gmail or Hotmail) and the issues were resolved. As well, as
much information as possible was posted on the HRSB website under the Eastern Passage
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School review process including meeting summaries from the SOC meetings and the
community conversations as well as the full feedback/evaluation from those community
conversations.

Aerial views of each of the schools
EPEC

Tallahassee

Seaside

Ocean View
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Appendix A: LRO and SOC Mandate from HRSB
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Report No. 2015-10-42
Date: December 16, 2015

HALIFAX REGIONAL SCHOOL BOARD
Recommendation to Review Schools in Eastern Passage

PURPOSE:

To receive approval from the Governing Board to begin the
provincial School Review process for the schools in Eastern Passage.

BACKGROUND:

In October 2014 the province approved the provincial School Review
Policy for use by all school boards. The policy contains sixteen
directives (A to P) boards must follow during a school review
process.
Directive A states:
A school review may be considered when a Long-Range Outlook
(LRO) has been completed by a school board, as required by the
Education Act and outlined in Appendix A: Preparing a Long-Range
Outlook.
The Governing Board approved the Halifax Regional School Board
Long-Range Outlook at its regular Board meeting on April 22, 2015.
Directive B of the School Review Policy states:
To initiate a school review, school board staff will present a report
called a Recommendation to Review to the governing school board
identifying a group of schools for review. A review should include all
schools that could be impacted by the outcome of a review or could
expand the range of options for consideration. Under exceptional
circumstances it may be appropriate to conduct a review of an
individual school. A Recommendation to Review does not have to
coincide with a particular calendar date.
HRSB staff has developed a prioritized list of actions by Family of
Schools to address the Board’s facility needs.
In the School Review Policy Directive A, there are six circumstances
that may lead to a school review. These include:
•

•
•
•

a school or group of schools is unable to, or projected to be
unable to, provide a suitable and equitable range of learning
opportunities for students, due to declining enrolment;
reorganization involving a school or group of schools could
enhance program and learning opportunities for students;
reorganization involving a school or group of schools could
optimize use of school facilities across the school board;
a school’s combination of teaching or learning spaces is not
suitable to provide programs/is not accessible/does not serve the
community, and retrofitting and/or enlarging the facility may be
cost prohibitive;
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•

CONTENT:

one or more of the schools in a group is experiencing higher
building maintenance expenses than average for the school board
and/or is in need of major capital improvements; and
safety and/or environmental concerns are associated with the
building.

The schools in Eastern Passage have been identified for review in
2015-16.
A boundary review has been completed and brought forward this
evening in Report No. 2015-10-44 for the new high school in Eastern
Passage. The catchment area proposed in the report includes Eastern
Passage Education Centre, Seaside Elementary, Oceanview
Elementary and Tallahassee Community School within the Family of
Schools.
Utilization of schools is a factor for consideration. The Long-Range
Outlook data for these schools indicates that Eastern Passage
Education Center and Ocean View Elementary Schools are
underutilized and Tallahassee Community School is slightly over
utilized, while Seaside is approaching optimum utilization. With the
reassignment of Grade 9 students from EPEC to the new high school,
there will be further negative impact to the underutilization of this
school. It is estimated that EPEC will be at approximately 54%
utilization when the high school opens.
Based on these factors, it is recommended that a school review occur
for the following schools:
• Eastern Passage Education Centre
• Seaside Elementary
• Ocean View Elementary
• Tallahassee Community School
In accordance with the provincial School Review Policy, this
Recommendation to Review Report includes the following
information (see Appendix A):
• the rationale for the review, referencing information provided in
the LRO plus any other relevant information;
• a proposed timeline for the review (in accordance with the
timelines provided in the provincial School Review Policy); and
• the draft Terms of Reference for the School Options Committee
(SOC) that will conduct the proposed review.
These Terms of
Reference define and guide the work of the SOC.

COST:

A consultant will be hired to facilitate the school review process. It is
estimated that the cost of the review will be approximately $10,000.

FUNDING:

Board Services Budget
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TIMELINE:

It is anticipated this school review process will be started in
December 2015 and completed with a report to the Governing Board
and final decision at the June 22, 2016 Board meeting.

APPENDICES:

Appendix A

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Governing Board direct staff to initiate a
review of the following schools:
•
•
•
•

Eastern Passage Education Centre
Ocean View Elementary
Seaside Elementary
Tallahassee Community School

It is recommended that the Governing Board direct the Superintendent
to establish a School Options Committee to complete the review
following the provincial School Review Policy.
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the Terms of
Reference for this review as being those included in Appendix A.
COMMUNICATIONS:
AUDIENCE
School Principals of
Schools in EPH
Family of Schools
School Advisory
Councils in EPH
Family of Schools
School Communities
of EPH Family of
Schools

RESPONSIBLE
Director – School
Administration

TIMELINE
Prior to posting on
web site

School Principal

Prior to posting on
web site

Superintendent

After Board Decision

From:

For further information please contact Ron Heiman, HRSB Director
Operations Services at 902-464-2000 ext. 2144 or by e-mail
rheiman@hrsb.ca.

To:

Senior Staff – December 7, 2015
Governing Board – December 16, 2015

Filename: Columbia\Facilities\Heiman-Sheehan-Fagan\Reports\Board Reports\Report 2015-10-42 Recommendation to Review EPHS FOS
2015
Date last revised:
December 3, 2015,
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Appendix A
INTRODUCTION
The information in this report has been compiled according to Section 89 (1) of the Education
Act and the provincial School Review Policy (Policy).
This Policy can be found at
www.ednet.ns.ca/schoolreview/11028_16Oct2014_School_Review_Policy_EN.pdf.
As per Directive A from the Policy, the Halifax Regional School Board developed and
approved its Long-Range Outlook (LRO) in April 2015. Please review the LRO for data about
schools referenced in this report.
It can be found at www.hrsb.ca/about-hrsb/operationsservices/long-range-outlook.
For a printed copy, please contact the office of the
Superintendent at 902-464-2000 ext. 2312.
Directive B of the School Review Policy states the information that must be included in a
Recommendation to Review. This includes:
• the rationale for the review, referencing information provided in the Outlook plus any
other relevant information (where other information is included, sources must be cited as
applicable);
• a proposed timeline for the review (in accordance with the timelines provided in the
Policy); and
• the draft Terms of Reference for the SOC that will conduct the proposed review. The
Terms of Reference define and guide the work of the SOC and must be prepared
according to the template provided in Appendix D of the Policy.
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Rationale for Review:
The province approved construction of a Grade 9-12 high school in Eastern Passage and a
Boundary Review has been completed for the school. The catchment area includes Eastern
Passage Education Centre, Seaside Elementary, Oceanview Elementary and Tallahassee
Community School within the Family of Schools (as shown below).
Map 1-Eastern Passage Education Centre and elementary feeder schools catchment area

Source: Halifax Regional School Board & Baragar Demographics

Utilization of schools is a factor for consideration. The Long-Range Outlook data for these
schools indicates that Eastern Passage Education Center (EPEC) and Oceanview
Elementary Schools are underutilized, while Tallahassee Community School and Seaside
Elementary School are both projected to be slightly above optimum utilization. With the
reassignment of Grade 9 students from EPEC to the new high school, there will be further
negative impact to the underutilization of EPEC. It is estimated that EPEC will be at
approximately 52% utilization when the high school opens, due to reassignment of Grade 9
students (see Figure 3 below).
The School Review Policy Appendix C: Calculating Capacity and Utilization states the
optimal utilization rates for elementary and junior high schools as 100% and high schools as
85% of calculated capacity. A review by a School Options Committee would result in an
improved utilization of these schools.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Source: Projected utilization using data from the Halifax Regional School Board Long Range-Outlook 2015 pg.
145.

Based on these factors, a reorganization involving this group of schools could optimize use
of school facilities. This reorganization could also enhance program and learning
opportunities for students.
Timeline for Review:
Upon approval by the Governing Board, the timeline of the Review will follow the
requirements of the School Review Policy. The proposed milestone dates for the Review
process are as follows.
December 16, 2015

Governing Board approves recommendation to initiate a review
of the schools in Eastern Passage

January 15, 2016

Facilitator appointed by Superintendent (within 30 days of
approval to review)

January 15, 2016

School Options Committee (SOC) formed and begins to meet
regularly (within 30 days of approval to review).

February 22, 2016

first public meeting

March 21, 2016

second public meeting

April 18, 2016

third public meeting

May 25, 2016

(SOC) submits report and recommendation to the Governing
Board through Superintendent

June 22, 2016

Decision by Governing Board

Figure 4 - School Review Timeline
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SCHOOL REVIEW PROCESS

Initiated at
any time

Up to 30
days

School board staff present a Recommendation to Review for a group of schools or a
single school to the school board, along with draft Terms of Reference for a School
Options Committee (SOC)
School board accepts recommendation and initiates a review of a group of schools or
school
SOC is formed, facilitator appointed, relevant documents provided (finalized Terms of
Reference and School Information Profiles)

SOC begins to meet regularly
Public Meeting 1: Present process
and objectives, receive feedback
Develops scenarios
90-150
days

Public Meeting 2: Present draft
review scenarios, receive feedback
Public Meeting 3: Present
preferred review scenario, receive
feedback

Evaluates scenarios

SOC’s Report and
Recommendation submitted

Up to 60
days

Staff Technical
Report (not
mandatory)

School Board Public Meeting: Presentation of SOC’s Report and Recommendation and the
Staff Technical Report
30 days
Board decision

Source: School Review Policy
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School Options Committee (SOC)
Terms of Reference
Date: December 16, 2015
School(s) under review:

Eastern Passage Education Centre
Ocean View Elementary
Seaside Elementary
Tallahassee Community School

Mandate:
As per approval by the Governing Board, the mandate of the School Options Committee will
be to:
• perform a Review of the four schools in Eastern Passage following the requirements
of the provincial School Review Policy;
• provide a written report with recommendations, consistent with the review objectives
and reference criteria, to the Governing Board through the Superintendent; and
• include in the report
o grade configuration of each school and
o which school(s) has been identified for permanent closure (if any).
Review Objectives:
The circumstances identified in the provincial Policy that have led to this review are:
• “reorganization involving a school or group of schools could optimize use of school
facilities across the school board”; and
• “reorganization involving a school or group of schools could enhance program and
learning opportunities for students.”
Therefore, the objective of the School Options Committee is to reduce excess capacity
through a reorganization of the schools to optimize the use of school facilities in the Eastern
Passage High Family of Schools while exploring options to enhance program and learning
opportunities for students.

Reference Criteria:
The following should be considered when reviewing options within this Family of Schools:
Grade configurations,
• On May 22, 2013, the Governing Board approved a motion to require staff to consider
various grade configurations during boundary reviews, school reviews and facility
planning, and to include a community consultation process whenever considering
grade reconfiguration.
Class size and composition,
• Class size shall follow provincial guidelines with regards to funding parameters for
class size as determined by the Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development.
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Maximizing use of school facilities
• The School Review Policy Appendix C: Calculating Capacity and Utilization states the
optimal utilization rates for elementary and junior high schools as 100% and high
schools as 85% of calculated capacity. These rates should be considered as targets
for options being developed by the SOC.
Limiting factors such as transportation time limits, geographically isolated schools.
• The HRSB Student Transportation Policy F.005 defines requirements for student
transportation. Consideration must be given to determine impacts to student
transportation caused by revisions to school boundaries or grade configurations.

Membership:
The Superintendent will request that the School Advisory Councils from each of the schools
named in the Review appoint one member to the School Options Committee.
This
representative cannot be an employee of HRSB.
Facilitator: To be appointed by Superintendent
Voting SOC members:
Eastern Passage Education Centre:
• SAC Chair or designate• Parent RepresentativeOcean View Elementary:
• SAC Chair or designate• Parent RepresentativeSeaside Elementary:
• SAC Chair or designate• Parent RepresentativeTallahassee Community School:
• SAC Chair or designate• Parent RepresentativeThe Superintendent will assign staff to support the SOC. The primary role of staff is to
provide information. Staff may include central office employees and Principals (or
designates) of schools involved in the Review. All HRSB employees assigned to support the
Review process are non-voting members of the SOC.

Procedures:
Election and Authority of the Chair
The Chair will be elected by the committee at the first meeting.
The Chair will have authority to prepare an agenda, schedule meetings and close
meetings as deemed appropriate.
Meeting Dates & Times
Meetings will be held on <date>, from <start time> to <end time>, unless otherwise
communicated to Committee Members by the Facilitator or Chair. The length of
meeting will be based on the content of the agenda.
Location(s)
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Meetings will be held at Eastern Passage Education Centre unless otherwise decided
by the SOC.
Agenda
The Facilitator will prepare the agenda with consultation from the Chair. The Chair will
ensure that the agenda is followed. The agenda will focus on planning, problem
solving, and decision making agenda items over informational agenda items. The
agenda will include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Agenda review
o recording attendance
Updates
o follow up from previous action items
o reviewing all Open Action Items
Agenda items
o priority order
o including an open period if time permits
Closure
o Facilitator reviewing action items
o preliminary agenda items for the next meeting
o Facilitator sharing observations as process reporter
o Confirming time and location for the next meeting.

Minutes
A uniform template (action sheet) will be used to record action items. The Facilitator will
fill out the action sheet (including a summary of the topic discussed, a decision/action
to be taken, deadline/person responsible, action item completed) during each meeting.
This sheet will constitute the minutes and will be placed in the team binder at the end of
each meeting. When confirmed at subsequent meeting, an electronic copy will be sent
to the Director Operations Services as the official minutes and subsequently posted on
the Board web site.
Open Action Items List
The Facilitator is responsible for maintaining the list of Open Action Items from one
meeting to the next. The items on the list are typically reviewed during the update
portion of the committee meeting.
Decision Making
Decisions will be made according to the Terms of Reference provided by the
Governing Board.
Confidentiality
Committee work (including discussions and opinions) shall stay within the team unless
consensus to do otherwise is reached. Committee members are never to identify “who
said what” outside the team meeting, unless agreed to by the team.
Meeting Cancellation
It may be the case that the committee requires time to read information they receive or
prepare information for meetings.
In such cases, the Chair in consultation with the
Facilitator may cancel the meeting.
All Committee Members will be contacted with
sufficient notice.
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Absenteeism
When a Committee Member
notify the Chair or Facilitator.
discussed by the whole team
The Chair may request that
chronic absenteeism.

is not able to attend a meeting, he/she is expected to
Chronic absenteeism is harmful to the team and will be
if a member misses more than three meetings in a row.
the Superintendent replace a Committee Member for

Norms for meetings
Meetings norms are to be generated by committee members. These are intended to be
a list of things which help/hinder constructive team work.
Schedule
The timeline will comply with the School Review Policy.

Public Meetings:
As per Directive J in the School Review Policy, the SOC will hold at least three public
meetings for the purpose of presenting the work of the SOC and to seek input and
feedback about the review scenarios under consideration.
The Facilitator will ensure that notices of public meetings are posted at least 2 weeks
prior to the meeting, through the HRSB Communications office. Notice will be posted in
a local newspaper as well as by the Board web site, social media and other means
available.
The meeting will be facilitated by the Facilitator who shall ensure that the content of the
public meeting will include as a minimum:
•

Explanation of the School Review Process

•

Mandate of the School Options Committee

•

Summary of work conducted to date

•

Objectives and Reference Criteria of the Review

•

Opportunity for members of the public to speak

A summary of public contributions will be taken by an SOC member and approved at a
subsequent SOC meeting. Approved summaries will be posted on the Board’s web site.
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Excerpted for Community Conversation Presentations and Reports
Background/Mandate
In October 2014 the province approved the provincial School Review Policy for use by all
school boards. A school review may be considered when a Long-Range Outlook (LRO) has
been completed by a school board, as required by the Education Act.
The schools in Eastern Passage were identified for review in 2015-16. A boundary review
was completed for the new high school in Eastern Passage.

Rationale for Review
The province approved construction of a Grade 9-12 high school in Eastern Passage and a
Boundary Review was completed for the school. The catchment area includes Eastern
Passage Education Centre, Seaside Elementary, Oceanview Elementary and Tallahassee
Community School within the Family of Schools and school utilization is a key question.
The Long-Range Outlook data for the schools indicates that Eastern Passage Education
Center (EPEC) and Oceanview Elementary Schools are underutilized, while Tallahassee
Community School and Seaside Elementary School are both projected to be slightly above
optimum utilization.

With the reassignment of Grade 9 students from EPEC to the new high school, there will be
further negative impact to the underutilization of EPEC. It is estimated that EPEC will be at
approximately 52% utilization when the high school opens, due to reassignment of Grade 9
students.
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School Options Committee Mandate
The mandate of the School Options Committee is to:
• Conduct a review of the existing four schools in Eastern Passage, utilizing input from the
community via a series of public engagement sessions and drawing on the expertise of
HRSB staff
• Provide a written report with recommendations, consistent with the review objectives and
reference criteria, to the Governing Board through the Superintendent
• Include in the report: grade configuration of each school and, which school(s), if any,
have been identified for permanent closure

Objective of the Review
The circumstances identified in the provincial Policy that have led to this review are:
• “Reorganization involving a school or group of schools could optimize use of school
facilities across the school board”; and
• “Reorganization involving a school or group of schools could enhance program and
learning opportunities for students.”
•
Therefore, the objective of the School Options Committee is to reduce excess capacity of the
schools to optimize the use of school facilities in the Eastern Passage High Family of
Schools while exploring options to enhance program and learning opportunities for students.
One way SOCs have been able to look at better utilizing all schools is to look at grade
configurations.
For this review, this SOC has been looking at:
• Current utilization
• Current school boundaries
• Projected number of students
• Projected number of classrooms required
• French and English programs
• Impact of possible boundary changes within the catchment area
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Appendix B: Process Timeline
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Prior to and in between the community conversations, the SOC had committee meetings to
attend to planning and data examination.
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Appendix C: Baragar Information

Eastern Passage School Options Committee
March 31, 2016
Projections Review
1.

Who prepares projections for the Halifax Regional School Board?

In 2007, the Halifax Regional School Board began utilizing the services of Baragar Systems.
Recently, the Nova Scotia Department of Education has partnered with Baragar Systems
which will result in all Nova Scotia School Boards implementing Baragar Systems projections
in the near future.
2.

What is Bargar Systems?

Baragar Systems is a custom planning software provider located in White Rock, B.C. Baragar
Systems has been in business for over 30 years and currently serves 95 School Districts and
2.3 million pupils.
Included in the software suite is Demographic Dynamics, an enrolment projection software
package. A set of accurate projections are provided, by grade and by program, for each
school, as well as, for the Board as a whole. Included is data and trends from historical data
including; separating students by program and those students who live within the boundary
and those who are attending as out of area students. Annual history of births plus the
population age 1to 17 from 1990 to present for each catchment area is provided. This
information is not available in other software suites.
3.

What data sources are used for enrolment?

Data Sources used include:
• The Board's students information system data;
• The Provincial Birth Registry current and historical files (100% coverage); and
• Canada Revenue Agency's current and historical Child Tax Benefit and Child Care
Credit data bases (98% coverage)
• Census data- the one component that is used is changes in the number of
women of child bearing ages
4.

What is the methodology used in school projections?
Birth Data

The first step in providing projections is projecting the number of births at each school. The
annual number of births since 1990 is provided by Vital Statistics (birth registry) of the
Province. Based on the historical data of annual births a trend can be determined and an
assumption for number of births in the school catchment area is provided.
Population of Children by single year of age (ages 1 to 17}

The annual number of children aged 1-17 by year from 1990 to 1992 are provided by Human
Resources Canada (Family Allowance database) and from 1993 to current year they are
provided by Canada Revenue Agency (Child Tax and Universal Child Care Benefit databases).
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Migration rates are determined of this base population is measured annually by age group.
For example, for the preschool age group, the number of children aged 2 to 5 year is divided
by the number of children aged 1to 4 the previous year. This quantifies the net impact of
migration resulting from the new families moving into the area and into new housing as well
as used housing, versus those moving out. Assumptions about future migration by age group
form the second part of the projection methodology.
The current population form age 0 to 17 is "aged" by applying "age group specific" migration
rates to the current population. This results in a projection of the number of children for
each year of age for each of the next 15 years.
Enrolment by School, Grade, and Program

The source of data for students by school, grade level and program is the Student
Information System. Upon receiving this information on September 30 of each school year,
Baragar Systems sorts the students by grade level, program (English or French) and by
whether they are attending their designated neighbourhood school or another school in the
Board.
The data is aggregated and then the "in catchment" enrolment by grade is compared to the
potential registrants by age. This measure is called a "Participation Rate". Participation rates
by grade are provided historically such that trends can be discerned. Upon projecting "in
catchment" enrolments, the "out of catchment" enrolment is projected. Historical data is
considered and trends can be observed. Assumptions about the size of the incoming group
(primary class) are made then a "retention rate" is applied on a grade by grade basis. A
history of such retention rates are reviewed first and then assumptions are made concerning
future rates.
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Appendix D: Guiding Principles
The SOC worked with guiding principles in considering possible options, a few of which were
high in priority and had the greatest influence on decision making. When SOC conversations
became very animated and making choices was challenging, the guiding principles served to
bring clarity to the decision making process. The principles have emerged from three
sources – the SOC mandate, conversation among the SOC members and what the
community has also asked the SOC to keep in mind during its decision making process.
It is quite common that some principles take priority and even come in conflict with each
other in the consideration of options.
The highest priority principles were:
to minimize disruption to students, their families and the community
while optimizing the use of school facilities
Other principles included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equality of program delivery in each of the schools
Keep grade cohorts together
Equitable disbursement of students
Similar student to teacher ratios in each school
Reflections shared by community members taken into consideration
Least number of transitions possible for students
Buddy/student mentoring opportunities considered
Minimal structural modifications to physical buildings required
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Appendix E: First Community Conversation – March 9, 2016
The purpose of the first community conversation, as laid out in the provincial school review
engagement process, was to present the process to community members and to engage
community in an initial conversation about the process.
Members of the SOC introduced themselves and presented the process. The community
conversation was hosted in a World Café format by Kathy Jourdain of Shape Shift Strategies
Inc. and captured in graphic facilitation by Susan MacLeod.
Community members were asked a series of three questions:
1. What did they value most about the community they have elected to live in and send
their children to school in?
2. What is working in their schools they wanted to see continued?
3. What else did they want the SOC to keep in mind throughout the process.
The full report as well as the feedback/evaluation summary can be found on the HRSB
website.
Reflections and suggestions from this first conversation were taken into consideration as the
SOC then began a substantial look at the data to identify possible options.
Graphic Harvest from Conversation 1 Round 1
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Graphic Harvest from Conversation 1 Round 2

Graphic Harvest from Conversation 1 Round 3
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Appendix F: Second Community Conversation – April 20, 2016
The purpose of the second community conversation was to present options for consideration
by community members, for input and feedback, questions and reflections, to surface
additional ideas. There were six options presented with increasing degrees of change
suggested. The first option looked simply at what happens when moving the Grade 6’s to
EPEC. In addition to moving the Grade 6’s, the second option looked at putting all the Grade
4’s together in Seaside. The final four options all included boundary changes to balance out
school use between Tallahassee and Ocean View.
This community conversation supported the ideas that only shifting the Grade 6’s would not
resolve the overuse issues at Tallahassee in particular, the Grade 4’s should be together in
one school and that a boundary change was necessary.
It also raised questions again about a dedicated French Immersion School, closing Seaside
and moving the community center out of Tallahassee. These questions were revisited by the
SOC and the report from the second community conversation, also posted on the HRSB
website, contains a FAQ section (also included in this report in Appendix H) to address many
of these questions as they are pertinent to the community.
The SOC absorbed the information and took a longer term look at two of the boundary
change options – what was option 3 and option 6 – to determine differences. Option 3
affected more students – approximately 70 – and, past the first year considered (2018),
tipped more utilization into Ocean View, essentially transferring the use issue. Option 6 is
well supported by the data and formed the basis of the recommendation.
Graphic of the Full Group Conversation at the end of Community Conversation 2
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Appendix G: Third Community Conversation – May 24, 2016
The purpose of the third community conversation was to present back the recommendations
of the SOC. For this review process, the data clearly pointed to one recommendation. The
SOC members talked about their process, shared more detailed reasons about why some of
the other options did not become recommendations and shared the recommendation and
rationale for it. The floor was opened for discussion, questions or reflections. There were a
few questions, some new, some the same as what had come up in the second conversation.
Overall the recommendation and work of the SOC was supported by the community
members in attendance. Some offered further support on some of the questions by speaking
to their own experience with previous review processes, with school transitions or about the
quality of the learning environment beyond the bricks and mortar.
From this final community conversation, the SOC agreed to put for their recommendation to
the HRSB for all the reasons outlined in this recommendation document.

Graphic from the third community conversation
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Appendix H: FAQ’s from SOC Community Engagement
Q&A
There are a few questions that have come up both in the SOC discussions and in the
community conversations. In this section, questions are offered with some background
information and/or responses.
Can Seaside be closed?
Closure of a school can and should be considered and discussed by the SOC as a possible
option and was discussed by this SOC. The scenarios do not support closure. When looking at
optimal utilization of schools, any configuration that does not include Seaside creates overutilization in the remaining schools.
Questions about the condition of the school have been raised by some participants at the
community conversations due to the age of the building and a belief by some members of the
community that the school has mold. This is not supported by inspections of the building. HRSB
operations staff does not consider the age of Seaside to be a matter of concern or grounds for
closure. There is deferred maintenance at most schools that must eventually be addressed.
Seaside is not considered an unsafe environment and if there is a concern regarding indoor air
quality HRSB will investigate and remediate deficient conditions.
There is a perception in the community that Tallahassee is the “best” school.
From a facilities perspective all the schools are maintained to the same standard. Tallahassee is
a newer school, built in 1991. There are newer schools that provide a different variety of spaces
but program is delivered successfully in all our schools.
There is a perception that some parents send their kids to French Immersion just to
have them in that school.
There may well be some parents in the community who make this decision; however it is not
likely the predominant reason that most parents have for putting their children in French
Immersion.
Can we not free up space in Tallahassee by removing the community centre? What
binds that lease agreement? What would it take to open it up?
There is a legal Joint Use Agreement (JUA) that recognizes the capital investment by HRM to
the province for construction of the community center and larger gymnasium at Tallahassee
Community School. It establishes the parameters regarding shared use of the facility. There are
parameters within the act that stipulate the process for turnover and possible purchase of the
school by HRM if it is no longer required as a school. The agreement does not contemplate
eviction of HRM or assumption of control over the HRM community center by HRSB or the
province. HRSB is legally bound to honour the original agreement.
HRM is investing in infrastructure for Tallahassee. HRM has its own processes to navigate
which makes moving the community centre not a viable option at this time, within the time frame
and parameters of this review process.
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What about P-5 in all the schools?
P-5 in all the schools would require significant boundary changes causing disruption to many
families and their children that would possibly impact the community long after the year of
transition. There is no data that point definitively to one configuration or another as being more
or less beneficial to the student experience. There is no definitive data to suggest specific
configurations for student transitions from one school to another are better or worse than
another.
What about building a new school to house all the P-5’s?
When considering the rationale for recommendations the SOC and HRSB must also consider
the fiscal reality and requirement for responsible fiscal management. There are limited capital
funds available to the whole province and based on HRSB knowledge of the school facilities in
this school review, none are considered as a priority for replacement in the LRO in the
foreseeable future.
Use of portables?
Portables are a temporary solution to address overutilization in schools, not a permanent
solution.
Is the SOC, and by extension the community, being told by HRSB what we can do and
not do?
The SOC must adhere to the mandate of the school review provided to them by the governing
board. The HRSB staff has been very responsive to requests for information and clarification.
Staff has not been directing decisions or outcomes.
The SOC has been working hard to digest the comprehensive information and data available and
to understand the complexity of the interrelationship between the number of students, program
considerations (English, early and late French Immersion), the number of classrooms available in
each school once consideration for other needs (art, library, resource room, etc) are taken into
consideration. The SOC has asked HRSB staff for support in acquiring and understanding the
data, in taking programming needs into consideration and in supporting information about the
process on the HRSB website along with disseminating information.
The decisions about which options to put forward and why have come from the SOC, as will
the recommendation. The SOC has also, at times, been frustrated by the “givens” that influence
the possible options – like existing structures, the number of classrooms available in each of the
schools and other considerations outlined above and is doing due diligence to put forth the best
recommendation possible. Various options have been revisited several times and discussed at
length to confirm or reconfirm decisions, ensure all the information has been taken into account,
that decisions are being made in accordance with the guiding principles. This is not about
change for change sake.
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Appendix I: SOC Membership
The School Options Committee was formed via a request by the Superintendent to each of
the School Advisory Councils from the schools named in the Review to appoint a member to
the School Options Committee who is not an employee of HRSB. This could include the SAC
chair or designate and/or a parent representative. The SOC for the Eastern Passage Family
of Schools includes the following members (listed in alphabetical order):

Dominique Duchesne
I am a military spouse, a mother, a grandmother, a teacher, a free-lance consultant and a
homemaker. I am also the chair of the Seaside Elementary SAC. Being married to a military
soldier I have first hand experience with the transitions of moving to new communities and
schools for my children. As a teacher I was a witness to how it affected other families. As the
chair of the SAC and a member of the SOC I want to share and help in the configuration of
how our children can be provided with best possible means of attaining a caring, supportive
and safe education in the years to come.

Cori Ferguson
I am a resident of Cow Bay and the parent of two school aged children who currently attend
EPEC and CHDHS. I am in my third year as a parent member and chair of the EPEC School
Advisory Council (SAC). I also served on the Seaside SAC for three years (2012-2015). As
an SAC member and chair I also sit on the Eastern Passage high school SST. I have been
an active SAC rep participating in HRSB Professional Development for SAC members, and
mostly recently prior to this project I was the chair of the Boundary Review for the new
Eastern Passage high school. I believe in making the most of every opportunity and look
forward to reviewing the data and presenting to the community and school administration
options that have been well thought out with all stakeholder in mind and based on evidence.

Beth MacMullin
I have been a resident of Eastern passage for 11 years now with one son who is currently
eight and in Grade 3. I am a member of the Tallahassee Community School SAC. I am also
a member of the Tallahassee PTO for the past 4 years and have been the treasurer for the
past three years. I am proud to be part of such a wonderful group of individuals and to
represent such a great community. I am very excited about playing a part in helping to make
our children's education in our community the best it can be for them.

Michelle Myers
I am Eastern Passage born and raised (5th generation) with 4 children - age 14, EPEC late
immersion; age 9, Tallahassee grade 4; age 8, Tallahassee, grade 3; age 5, in daycare,
starts at Tallahassee in September. I am Chair of Tallahassee SAC and a member of EPEC
SAC. I was a voting member on the School Boundary Review Committee. I graduated from
Cole Harbour District High School in 1998 as Student's Council President. I hope to be the
Student's Council Advisor at the Eastern Passage High School ;). I have lived in the same
house my whole life and attended 7 schools within the HRSB school system. I enjoy music,
reading, spending time with my family.
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Kristal Sampson
I am a parent of a second grader at Ocean View Elementary School. I am actively on the
OVE School Advisory Council and PTO. I was involved in the boundary review for the new
EP High School. I am excited to be a part of this process because I want my son to have the
best possible school experience here in Eastern Passage.

Steve Traves
I am a parent of two young children, one who is school age. I have lived in the Passage for 7
years and am married to a 5th generation passage resident. I am Chair of the Ocean View
SAC.

From left to right: Michelle Myers, Kristal Sampson, Steve Traves, Beth MacMullin, Cori Ferguson.
Missing from the picture: Dominique Duchenes.
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Appendix J: Facilitation Support
Kathy Jourdain, MBA
Kathy Jourdain’s diversity of experience in process design and co-creating
adaptive strategy is called upon by a wide variety of clients and colleagues
in addressing issues that matter. She is co-founder Worldview Intelligence, a
rapidly evolving body of work that generates a deeper understanding of
worldview, how worldviews are developed and why understanding them and
growing the skill to work with them creates a fundamentally different
environment for some of today's most challenging conversations. For more
information check out www.WorldviewIntelligence.com.
Kathy is internationally recognized as a steward and practitioner of the Art of
Hosting (AoH) Conversations That Matter, which provides a set of patterns
and practices to understand and work with complexity in increasingly
unpredictable circumstances. For more information go to www.artofhosting.org
Her company, Shape Shift Strategies Inc., has expertise in co-creative, collaborative leadership and
engagement strategies to effectively develop and implement strategic planning, change
management, innovation processes, conflict resolution, team enhancement, and to deliver one-onone and group coaching. For more information check out www.ShapeShiftstrategies.com
Kathy’s memoir, Embracing the Stranger in Me: A Journey to Openheartedness, has been hailed as
a deeply authentic sharing of a personal journey that has shaped who Kathy Jourdain is today and an
invitation for others to enter or stay in their own unfolding journey. For more information check out
www.KathyJourdain.com

Susan MacLeod – Graphic Facilitator
Susan MacLeod has more than 25-years experience as a
Communications professional. This experience includes
permanent Communications positions with the Canadian
Cancer Society in Nova Scotia and Ontario, as well as Cancer
Care Nova Scotia and Saint Mary's University. She has
served as Director of Communications for the provincial
Department of Health, the Department of Health Promotion
and Protection, and Service Nova Scotia in addition to holding the position of Senior Strategy Advisor
with Capital Health’s Marketing and Communications team.
Susan now practices as a freelance Graphic Facilitator. Her clients include the Nova Scotia Health
Authority; Canadian Association of Psychosocial Oncologists, Toronto; and Pyra Management
Consulting Services in addition to others on a one-time basis.

